SEX AND DESIGN IN OUR EVOLUTIONARY COUSINS

The perception of beauty in nature
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Taking an evolutionary approach to the question of beauty, we discuss the expression and perception of sexual beauty across the animal kingdom. Animals experience beauty in their brains, and animal brains are tuned to features of the environment most relevant to their survival. Over evolutionary time, sexually reproducing animals have exploited that tuning to maximize their attractiveness to the opposite sex, often leading to extreme courtship traits and behaviors. These are the traits of sexual beauty. Combining modern principles of neuroscience and neuroaesthetics with established principles of evolutionary biology, we aim to understand the biological basis and evolution of beauty in all animals, including ourselves.
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Beauty is said to be in the eye of the beholder, but beyond the popular adage, a clear definition eludes us. Indeed, philosophers and scientists have struggled to define beauty throughout history, and we continue to seek its meaning. Given the lack of a robust or consensus definition, you’d think we haven’t made much progress, but that’s not quite true. Early Greek philosophers proposed that beauty was an objective quality, an inherent property of beautiful things. If a thing was ordered and organized to perfectly suit its function, it was beautiful, by definition, no matter who perceived it. Today, most scientists disagree. They find instead that beauty is not objective but subjective, an emergent property of our mind as it interacts with its environment. We respond to objects or sounds in the world, yes, but the experience of beauty is a process that takes place in our heads. When we’re talking about beauty, we’re talking about brains. Beauty may sometimes be in the eye of the beholder, but it is always in its brain.

The modern field of neuroaesthetics developed around this central role of the brain. Neuroaesthetics began as the study of human responses to art, primarily visual art, but the field has grown to include not only different forms of art, like music and poetry, but also more biologically relevant stimuli, like landscapes and faces. The field has also expanded through progress in neuroscience, incorporating increasingly sophisticated metrics of neural activity like electroencephalography (EEG), positron emission tomography (PET), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Neuroaesthetics is therefore a quintessentially interdisciplinary field of study, linking scholars across the humanities, neuroscience, psychology, computer science, and
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evolutionary biology. It is from the perspective of evolutionary biology that we consider the question of beauty.

As humans, we find beauty all around us. As evolutionary biologists, we ask where this «taste for the beautiful» originated, and as behavioral ecologists, we ask to what degree this taste is manifest in other animals, and what kinds of things animals would find beautiful. For humans, the most biologically relevant beautiful thing is, arguably, another human face, especially those to whom we are sexually attracted. Thus, a likely candidate for beauty in animals is the features they use to attract members of the opposite sex (Prum, 2017; Ryan, 2018). These so-called «secondary sexual traits» are ubiquitous in nature, and in some animals, like the resplendent quetzal (Pharomachrus mocinno), they’ve gone hog wild (Figure 1).

### SEXUAL SELECTION

Secondary sexual traits have been associated with the science of beauty at least since Darwin, who said that «the senses of man and of the lower animals seem to be so constituted that brilliant colours and certain forms, as well as harmonious and rhythmical sounds, give pleasure and are called beautiful; but why this should be so we know not». Substituting «people» for «man», and «other» for «lower», his question still resonates as we investigate the origin and biological basis of beauty throughout the animal kingdom.

Indeed, Darwin’s focus on pleasure placed appropriate emphasis on the brain as the most important sex organ, and it forms the foundation of his theory of sexual selection (Darwin, 1871). Even though Victorian England was loathe to admit it (Richards, 2017), Darwin’s theory of sexual selection probably had it right all along by focusing on the power of the mind to generate beauty in nature.

Sexual selection is responsible for generating much of the beauty in the animal kingdom. Traits that evolve by sexual selection enhance an animal’s ability to acquire mates; some of these traits are armaments and some are ornaments. Armaments are weapons that promote battles to obtain mates, while ornaments evolved to charm members of the opposite sex – these are the traits of sexual beauty (Rosenthal, 2017).

Darwin concerned himself with the most typical mating systems: males – these are the «courters» – use ornaments to compete for the attention of females, and females – the «choosers» – decide who mates (Darwin, 1871). But since Darwin’s time, substantial variation on this theme has been uncovered, including traits that

![Figure 1. A male resplendent quetzal (Pharomachrus mocinno). The males of this species stand out for their eye-catching colours, ornaments which they use to compete for the attention of female mates.](image)
function as both ornaments and armaments, species in which females are courters and males are choosers, and in many mating systems, especially in humans, in which both sexes choose (Rosenthal & Ryan, 2022).

Besides being beautiful, sexual ornaments are usually costly to produce and maintain; in many cases, they attract not only females but predators. Darwin proposed that these traits could still evolve if the benefit of mate attraction outweighed the cost of lower survivorship (Darwin, 1871). Much research in behavioral ecology has asked what benefits choosers gain from choosing beautiful traits. But here, we are concerned with what makes these traits beautiful in the first place. Darwin gave us some hints: «When male animals utter sounds in order to please females, they would naturally employ those which are sweet to the ears of the species» (Darwin, 1872). Since beauty is in the brain of the beholder, much of the recent research in mate choice has explored the neural, perceptual, and cognitive architecture underlying a taste for the beautiful.

**THE NEURAL AND SOCIAL BASIS OF BEAUTY**

Brains might be the most important sex organ, but they have other things on their minds. The neural architecture of a brain is shaped not just by sex but by the highly dimensional ecological niche in which it evolved. The Earth is comprised of an immeasurable number of distinct ecological niches to which brains can adapt – even within the same niche, different adaptations can solve the same problem – resulting in a commensurate diversity of neural architectures. An animal that is hunted in the daytime, for example, might devote significant neural resources to vision in full-spectrum light to detect predators. Alternatively, that animal might invest more of its neural resources in the proprioceptive and motor skills needed to outrun predators. These neural specializations create what von Uexküll called the animal’s Umwelt – the «inner world» through which an animal perceives and acts on its environment (von Uexküll, 2014). A diversity of niches and adaptations has led to striking diversity in the inner worlds of animals, and these neuroecological adaptations create biases – from sensation to perception, cognition to decision – that dictate whether an animal finds something attractive or beautiful.

Perceptions of beauty are formed in the brain, but the essence of beauty must first be transduced into neural responses by sensory organs. These are the portals to the brain through which sounds, sights, smells, and other sensations must pass, through ears, eyes, nares and other organs, in order to reach the brain. But these stimuli do not get a free pass. The sensory organs are gatekeepers, allowing only a subset of stimuli to pass through. All sensory organs are tuned; that is, they are more sensitive to some stimuli than to others. For example, we cannot see the ultraviolets in bird plumage, nor hear the ultrasonic echolocation calls of bats, and we can only detect a subset of the bouquet of odors perceived by dogs. Naturally, animals should evolve courtship signals to which the animal’s sensory systems are already sensitive, and when this happens we call it sensory exploitation (Ryan, 2018).

For example, frogs have two different ear organs that process sound, called the amphibian papilla and the basilar papilla, and these organs are tuned to distinct pitches. The túngara frog *Engystomops (= Physalaemus) pustulosus* (Figure 2) and closely related species all produce whine-like calls that stimulate the amphibian papilla, but only the túngara frog and its closest relative (*Engystomops petersi*) add syllables, called chucks, that match the tuning of the basilar papilla. These chucks increase the sexual attractiveness of the whine five-fold! Even though only these two species use the basilar papilla for communication, all of the túngara frog’s close relatives have basilar papillae with the same tuning. Thus, the pitch of the chuck evolved to match the pre-existing tuning biases in the basilar papilla (Wilczynski et al., 2001). This extra sensory stimulation results in females finding those calls much more sexually beautiful.

Evidence for analogous patterns in visual communication abounds (Cummings & Endler, 2018). In Lake Victoria, for example, the color of the light environment varies with depth. Cichlid fish that live at different depths in this lake, therefore, have different color sensitivities because the colors to which their eyes are most sensitive are tuned to their native light environment. Following suit, the color of male courtship displays has evolved to match the tuning of the eye. In a bizarre example involving odors, male orchid bees try to mate with deceptive orchids, which mimic the odor of female bees to attract males to their flowers who then inadvertently act as pollinators (discussed in Ryan, 2018).

Once these stimuli, or more precisely the neural responses they elicit, reach the brain, they are subject to higher-order processing that results in the animal’s percepts, or perceptions, of beauty. And when it comes to the perception of beauty, guppies (*Poecilia reticulata*)
are the stars (Figure 3). These colorful little fish are the lab rat of sexual selection research, known not only for an assortment of bright colors in males but also for the variety of patterns in which these colors occur. As in art, it is not merely colors that give pleasure but the patterns in which those colors are arranged, and patterns are processed as percepts. One explanation for variation in the color patterns of male guppies could be the variation of color sensitivity in the eyes of these fish. Different individuals might perceive different colors as brighter, for example (Houde, 1997). Or, guppies might be capitalizing on a perceptual bias for high contrast, which can be achieved by a variety of patterns. Sibeaux and colleagues found that female guppies are most attracted to males with the highest variation in contrast across their bodies (Sibeaux et al., 2019). This variation in contrast could prevent sensory adaptation, a kind of neurological boredom, as females scan the male body.

Marilyn Monroe is quoted as saying «it is better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring». Getting bored is the death knell for sexual beauty, and patterns are also important in the context of habituation, the behavioral version of boredom. This was demonstrated quite clearly in a simple but elegant experiment in (who else) the guppy. Researchers raised two lines of guppies in the lab. The males in the two lines did not differ conspicuously in the type or the amount of colors they expressed, but they did differ in the arrangement of the colors, i.e., their patterns. Sexual responsiveness in females waned when presented males in their own line but was restored when they were exposed to males in the other line who displayed a novel pattern (Daniel et al., 2019).

Fighting against habituation is also thought to explain the evolution of song repertoires in birds (Hartshorne, 1973). In zebra finches, both brain activity and sexual behavior increase when they are exposed to a novel versus a familiar song note (Dong & Clayton, 2009). As with the relationship of colors and patterns, the patterns of sound are critical to the beauty of the bird’s song – this is true both for the birds and for us. Bilger and colleagues showed that natural patterns of notes in the songs that birds actually sing are more beautiful to us than those same notes in a random order (Bilger et al., 2021). These studies suggest that birds and humans share perceptions of the attractiveness of higher-order patterns of song notes. Of course, Darwin saw this coming. Especially when it came to bird plumage and bird song, Darwin thought we and the birds might share the same aesthetic preferences: «On the whole, birds appear to be the most aesthetic of all animals, excepting of course man, and they have nearly the same taste for the beautiful as we have» (Darwin, 1871). These influences of
habituation further emphasize that beauty is not an inherent quality of the object alone but rather how that object is perceived.

It is now becoming clear that perceptions of sexual beauty can be malleable; for example, the behavior of others can change our perceptions. In what has become a classic experiment, Dugatkin and Godin (1992) demonstrated what we now call «mate choice copying». In a controlled laboratory experiment, a female guppy is allowed to choose between two males. She chooses one, the preferred male. Then she witnesses the unpreferred male courting a model female. The model is removed and the female now switches her preference to the previously unpreferred male. We now know that mate choice copying is rampant in the animal kingdom, including us.

For example, a man pictured with an attractive woman is rated as more attractive by women subjects compared to the picture of the same male by himself. But why? Recently, Street and colleagues asked subjects to rate the attractiveness of a photo on a sliding scale. They were then given feedback as to how other subjects rated this same photo, and after that given an opportunity to change their rating. On average, the subjects shifted their rating about 13 % towards the majority opinion. The researchers conducted the same study where the subjects rated the attractiveness of hands, and of works of art. Amazingly, the 13 % shift of the rating toward the majority opinion was exhibited in both of these experiments. The conclusion is that, yes, mate choice copying does occur in humans, but it might be a domain-general manifestation of social facilitation (Street et al., 2018). Taken together, these studies show that animal brains have biases, from sensation to perception to social facilitation. Our brains are shaped by our evolutionary history and can be exploited by potential mates to increase their beauty.

WANTING AND LIKING: BEAUTY AND THE REWARD SYSTEM

An exciting new line of research in the study of beauty considers the role of the brain’s reward system. Our reward systems are reasonably well-defined regions of the brain that make us «like» something (the reward) and also «want» it. These distinct psychological mechanisms of liking and wanting were demonstrated clearly by Berridge and Robinson in a study of laboratory rats, the actual lab rats of comparative psychology (Berridge & Robinson, 1998). Rats like sugar. But if they lack dopamine (i.e., if dopaminergic neurons are destroyed by administering a neurotoxin), they no longer want it, i.e., they no longer work to obtain it, even though they clearly like it when a researcher gives it to them. The liking-wanting framework is potentially highly relevant for understanding beauty, since, arguably, the only consensus view of beauty is that it involves some kind of pleasure. The ability to measure pleasure as its own physiological process is, therefore, critical for understanding responses to sexual stimuli. Animals clearly «want» sex, and they probably «like» it too. A question worth asking then is whether secondary sexual traits, which constitute so much of beauty in nature, elicit pleasure, or liking, in the animals for whom they are intended.

Plenty of evidence indicates that secondary sexual traits trigger the reward circuitry of animals (Lynch & Ryan, 2020). For example, male mating songs trigger the mesolimbic reward system in animals as different as white-throated sparrows (Maney, 2013) and túngara frogs (Hoke et al., 2010). These and other studies make it clear that secondary sexual traits trigger wanting, or incentive salience. There is also evidence that secondary sexual traits can elicit pleasure (liking), independent of their ability to elicit desire (wanting). Using two different behavioral
responses, Dai and colleagues found that people judge the «likability» of attractive human faces separately from their «desirability» (Dai et al., 2010). The exciting path forward, then, is to develop studies like these for nonhuman animals. Such studies can tell us whether secondary sexual traits trigger liking as well as wanting, as we expect if animals find these traits as beautiful as we do.

Theoretical evidence suggests they will. Experimental psychologists use the term perceptual fluency to describe the positive emotions that are elicited by information that is easily processed by the brain. For example, people generally like symmetrical images, and images with continuous lines or surfaces, which are easy for the brain to encode. At the same time, researchers in empirical aesthetics have shown that images with the spatial statistics of natural scenes, i.e., the patterns and shapes found in nature, are both easily processed by the brain and positively judged (liked) by people. Even the characters in our written languages mimic the statistics of natural scenes (Changizi et al., 2006)! Our brains evolved in nature, so they are tuned to the patterns most important to our survival and reproduction; it is no wonder that we can most easily process natural patterns. And when information processing is easy, we experience pleasure: we «like» it. As humans, we are literally drawn to images that are «easy on the eyes».

Might animals other than humans share this bias for the patterns of nature, and could this explain the beauty of secondary sexual traits? Renoult and Mendelson (2019) think so, at least in part. They refer to a preference for easily processed patterns as a «processing bias», adding to the list of biases described above for colors, sounds, and patterns. A processing bias might be especially relevant for perceptions of beauty, as it explicitly identifies a role for pleasure, in the efficient processing of information (Figure 4). A processing bias could be exploited by courters to increase their attractiveness, for example, if secondary sexual traits mimic the spatial statistics of natural scenes. Evidence in support of that hypothesis includes studies of human faces, which show that easily processed faces are considered more attractive (Holzleitner et al., 2019; Renoult et al., 2016), and a study of colorful fishes (Figure 5), which showed that beautiful male breeding patterns mimic the spatial statistics of the habitats in which they evolved (Hulse et al., 2020). To what extent a processing bias explains the beauty of animal ornaments, as it appears to explain some of the beauty of human designs, remains another exciting line of research.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS: UNDERSTANDING THE MEANING OF BEAUTY**

When it comes to beauty, we have a lot to learn from our evolutionary cousins. In life as in art, beautiful things are designed to evoke pleasure. Whether designed by a female quetzal over evolutionary time or by Georgia O’Keeffe on a hot summer day, the brains of animals are both the creators and the beneficiaries of beauty in nature. Surely some of the beauty in...
nature is invisible to us, evolved only for the brains of other beholders. Ecological diversity generates neurological diversity, which in turn generates a diversity of beauty specialized to the niche in which it evolved. But we’re lucky to still share many of the perceptual and cognitive biases of our evolutionary kin, because their beauty is our beauty too. We may not have come as far as we’d like in our search for the meaning of beauty, but applying new insights from the field of neuroaesthetics to established principles of evolutionary biology holds much promise.
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